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Abstract— Three Dimensional Integrated Circuits (3D ICs) are cur-
rently being developed to improve existing 2D designs by providing
smaller chip areas and higher performance and lower power consump-
tion. However, before 3D ICs become a viable technology, the 3D design
space needs to be fully explored and 3D EDA tools need to be developed.
To help explore the 3D design space and help fill the need for 3D EDA
tools, the 3D Floorplan and Power/Ground (P/G) Co-synthesis tool is
developed in this work, which develops the floorplan and the P/G network
concurrently. Most current 3D IC floorplanners neglect the effects of the
3D P/G network on the design, which may lead to large IR drops in
the circuit. To create feasible floorplans with efficient P/G networks,
the 3D Floorplan and P/G Co-synthesis tool optimizes the floorplan in
terms of wirelength, area and P/G routing area and IR drops. The tool
integrates a 3D B*-tree floorplan representation, a resistive P/G mesh,
and a Simulated Annealing (SA) engine to explore the 3D floorplan and
P/G network. The results of experiments using the 3D Floorplan and
P/G Co-synthesis tool show that 3D ICs tend to increase the P/G routing
area while decreasing the IR drops in the circuit. By considering the
IR drop while floorplanning, exploring the 3D P/G design space, and
evaluating 3D IC’s effect on 3D P/G networks, the 3D Floorplan and
P/G Co-synthesis tool can develop a more efficient 3D IC.

I. INTRODUCTION

Today’s integrated circuit technology continues to scale to smaller

feature sizes, improving the performance of gates. However, because

global interconnects do not scale accordingly with technologies,

they have become a major performance and power bottleneck [1].

As technology scales, solutions are needed that can overcome the

limitations of wiring requirements for present and future chip designs.

Three-dimensional integrated circuits (3D ICs) [2] offer an at-

tractive solution for overcoming the barriers to interconnect scaling,

thereby offering an opportunity to continue performance improve-

ments using CMOS technology, with smaller form factor, higher

integration density, and the support for the realization of mixed-

technology chips. Among several 3D integration technologies [3],

TSV (Through-Silicon-Via) approach is the most promising one

and therefore is the focus of the majority of 3D integration R&D

activities [1]. A TSV-based 3D chip consists of multiple device layers

stacked together with direct vertical interconnects (through-silicon

vias, or TSVs) tunneling through them.

Even though manufacture/process techniques for 3D integrations

are nearly mature [1], [4], and 3D ICs offer tremendous benefits, one

of the challenges that hinder the successful adoption of 3D technology

is the lack of commercially available electronic design automation

(EDA) tools and design methodologies for 3D ICs [5]. The absence

of EDA tools that can explore the design space is an impediment to

researchers and industry practitioners in their quest for the adoption

of this new technology. Consequently, there are many R&D activities

on developing EDA tools and methodologies tailored specifically for

3D IC designs.

3D IC design is fundamentally related to the topological arrange-

ment of logic blocks. Therefore, physical design tools for 3D circuits

are important for the adoption of 3D technology [6]–[9]. Among var-

ious physical design problems, floorplanning and power/ground(P/G)

network synthesis both play an important role in the early stages of

the IC design flow:

• The floorplanning stage defines the placement of the major blocks

and components of the IC, affecting the optimization results of the

subsequent stages including placement and routing.

• P/G network synthesis sizes and places the power and ground lines

for the chip. There are two important optimization goals for P/G

network synthesis: (1) Minimize IR drop, which can have negative

impact on the performance of the circuit. IR drop has become more

important as technology scales, because as the wires shrink with

smaller feature sizes, the resistances along the power lines increase.

(2) Minimize the routing area of the P/G wires, which causes

congestion during later routing stages. However, there is potential

conflict between these two optimization goals. For example, using

wider wires for P/G network could help reduce IR drop but the

routing area is increased. Consequently, a design tradeoff between

the P/G area and IR drop is needed.

Even though there exist studies on 3D IC floorplanning, most do

not consider the P/G delivery to the blocks. On the other hand, there

has been little research on 3D P/G networks. To help explore the 3D

design space and help fill the need for 3D EDA tools, in this work,

we develop a 3D floorplan and P/G co-synthesis tool. To the best of

our knowledge, this is the first work that combine 3D floorplanning

and P/G network synthesis together.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II presents the

motivation and related work. Section III formulates the 3D Floorplan

and P/G Co-synthesis problem and Section IV describes the algorithm

for Co-synthesis. Section V presents experimental results using the

Co-synthesis tool. Finally, a conclusion is given in Section VI.

II. MOTIVATION AND RELATED WORK

In this section, we first discuss the motivation of our work, and

the present the related work.

A. Why 3D Floorplan and P/G Network Co-Synthesis is Needed

In a traditional design flow, floorplanning and P/G network design

are two sequential steps: the floorplanning is performed first to

optimize chip area and wire length, and then the P/G network is

synthesized. However, it has been shown by Liu and Chang [10] that,

in 2D IC design, if the floorplan does not consider the P/G network,

the resulting floorplan may lead to an inefficient P/G network with

high IR drops and several P/G voltage violations. It is very difficult to

repair a P/G network after the post-layout stage, so the P/G network

should be considered as early as possible. Consequently, Liu and

Chang proposed a floorplan and P/G network co-synthesis method to

efficiently solve the problem [10].

In Floorplan and P/G co-synthesis, the P/G network is created

during floorplanning. During co-synthesis, the floorplan not only tries

to minimize the wirelength and area of the design, but also ensures

that there are no power violations to the blocks in the floorplan. This
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results in a floorplan with an efficient P/G network. However, existing
research on floorplan and P/G co-synthesis only supports 2D ICs and
is not extended to 3D ICs.

B. Related Work

Related work to this project includes prior research in developing

3D EDA tools for floorplanning and Power/Ground (P/G) network

designs.

• 3D Floorplanning: We have seen recent research in creating

new 3D EDA tools such as floorplanners, placers and routers

[6], [8], [9]. For 3D floorplanning, Hung et al. has proposed

a 3D-IC floorplanner that considers thermal impact [11]. The

Combined Bucket Array consists of a 2D representation for each

tier and a bucket structure that stores the vertical relationship

of blocks [12]. Also, the Transitive Closure Graph (TCG) was

extended to support 3D ICs with Layered-TCG (LTCG) [13].

However, when optimizing the floorplan, current 3D floorplanning

tools mainly consider the 3D IC’s wirelength, area and temperature,

but usually neglect the P/G network.

• 3D Power/Ground Network Design: Only a few works have

explored 3D P/G construction. Decoupling capacitors (decaps) can

be used during placement to reduce the power supply noise [14],

[15]. In these works, the resistive and inductive effects of a 3D

P/G grid were used to calculate the decap budget for each placed

module. Considering decaps during placement reduced the total

number of decaps needed to adequately reduce the power supply

noise [16]. In addition to using decaps to reduce P/G noise, the

density of P/G TSVs can be adjusted to reduce the power supply

noise [17]. However, the existing works on the P/G network do

not completely adjust the characteristics (size and pitch) of the 3D

P/G network, or consider different P/G topologies. Therefore, the

3D P/G design space is not fully explored. In addition, the effects

of the 3D floorplanning on the P/G metrics are not completely

presented.

III. PROBLEM FORMULATION

The 3D Floorplanning and P/G Co-synthesis problem can be

formulated as follows: Given the module information of a design, the
current consumed by each module, a netlist connecting the modules,
pre-placed I/O pads, and the number of tiers T , construct a feasible
floorplan and P/G network for the design which minimizes the area,
wirelength, P/G routing area and IR drop of the 3D IC.

The module information of the design is a set of m modules. Each

module has width and height dimensions, as well as a set of pins.

The netlist of the design connects the pins of the various modules

and the I/O pads. One of the nets is indicated as the power net, and

another net is indicated as the ground net. Each pin of a module in

a power or ground net, pi, has an associated current, Ii, which it

consumes. For power pins, this value is positive indicating current

flowing into the module, and for ground pins this value is negative

indicating current flowing out of the module.

The floorplan, F , describes the 3D placement and rotation for each

module. For each module mj , its placement is (xj , yj , tj , rj), where

xj is the x-coordinate, yj is the y-coordinate, tj is the tier, and rj is

the rotation of mj . Once all the modules are placed, the chip’s Area,

A, and Wirlength W can be determined.

A P/G network can be described by a graph G = (N, E) with

n nodes (N = n1, n2, . . . , nn and e edges E = e1.e2, . . . , em.

Each node ni, 1 ≤ i ≤ v has a 3D location (xi, yi, ti). Each edge

ei, 1 ≤ i ≤ e connects two nodes nj and nk, 1 ≤ j, k ≤ v. The P/G

Network must meet several power integrity constraints: the IR drop

constraint, the minimum width constraint, and the electromigration

constraint. These constraints are described below.

• IR-drop Constraint: For every P/G pin pinj in a module,

its corresponding voltage of Vj must satisfy the following

constraints:

Vj ≥ Vmin if pinj is a power pin

Vj ≤ Vmax if pinj is a ground pin

where Vmin(Vmax) is the minimum (maximum) required supply

voltage for power (ground) pins in the circuit. This constraint

ensures that the chip the modules with enough power to function

correctly and with an acceptable performance.

• Minimum Wire Width Constraint: For every P/G edge ei in

the P/G Network G, its width is greater than the minimum width

allowed on the wire layer in the technology:

wi ≥ wmin, where wi is the width of ei and wmin is the

minimum width allowed.

• Electromigration Constraint For every P/G edge ,ei, must

meet an electromigration constraint:

Ii/wi ≤ σ
where σ is a an elecgromigration constant for the metal layer

of the edge. This is to provide an upper bound to the current

density in the edge to ensure the wires do not break down.

To compare the quality of P/G Networks in delivering supply

voltages, a P/G penalty (Φ) can be calculated for the P/G Network

in a floorplan. The penalty considers any electromigration violations,

and any IR-drop violations, as well as the value of the IR-drop at

each pin. For pin pinj with a voltage of Vj , the IR-drop is:

irj =

{
Vin − Vj if pinj is a power pin

Vj if pinj is a ground pin

where Vin is the input voltage of the power supply.

The P/G Network penalty can then be calculated as follows:

Φ(G) = η ∗ eem/e + θ ∗ pv/p + κ ∗ iravg + λ ∗ irmax (1)

where G is the P/G network, η, θ, κ and λ are weight factors,

eem/e is the ratio of branches with electromigration constraint

violations, pv/p is the ratio of power/ground pins with voltage drop

violations, iravg is the average IR-drop of all power/ground pins, and

irmax is the maximum IR-drop of all power/ground pins.

The objective of Floorplan and P/G Co-synthesis is to find a

solution of the floorplan and P/G network that balances the wirelength

between the modules, the total area of the chip, the P/G routing area

and the P/G IR drop. This can be done by calculating a cost(Ψ) for

each floorplan (F ):

Ψ(F ) = α ∗ A + β ∗ W + γ ∗ Dev + ε ∗ Φ + ζ ∗ PGarea (2)

where α, β, γ, ε and ζ are weight parameters; A is the area of

the 3D IC, calculated by multiplying the width of the tier with the

largest width by the height of the tier with the largest height; W is

the wirelength between the floorplan blocks; Dev is the sum of the

difference of the height and width of each tier with the average width

and height of the tier and is used to balance the dimensions of each

tier; Φ is the total penalty of the P/G network, and PGarea is the

routing area of the P/G network.

IV. 3D FLOORPLAN AND P/G CO-SYNTHESIS ALGORITHM

In our work, the 3D floorplan and power/ground co-synthesis tool

is developed by integrating a 3D B*-tree floorplan representation,

a resistive P/G mesh, and a Simulated Annealing (SA) engine. The
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tool allows 3D ICs to optimize the floorplan in terms of wirelength,

floorplan area, P/G routing area, and IR drops. In addition, the tool

will permit the exploration of different P/G network methodologies on

3D ICs. Two different P/G mesh topologies are analyzed: a uniform

mesh with the same mesh for each tier and a non-uniform mesh with

different sized meshes for each tier. The co-synthesis algorithm can

also examine how the 3D IC affects the P/G routing area and the

IR drop of the circuit, which will allow an efficient 3D P/G network

design that balances each P/G metric. By exploring the properties

of 3D P/G networks, the effect of 3D ICs on P/G networks can be

analyzed, giving a more complete understanding of the benefits and

limitations of 3D ICs.

A. 3D B*-Tree Floorplan Representation

The representation for the floorplan used in the 3D Floorplan and

P/G Co-synthesis algorithm is the 3D B*-trees, In the 3D B*-tree

representation, a B*-tree is used to represent the floorplan in each tier.

The B*-tree, a 2D floorplan developed by Chang et al. [18], is an

ordered binary tree that has a unique correspondence to a compacted

floorplan. In 3D B*-tree (Fig. 1), a B*-tree is used for each tier of

the 3D IC. The modules in a tier’s B*-tree are placed on that tier

with the 2D placement of the B*-tree.

(a) An Example 3D IC Floorplan

(b) 3D B*-tree of Floorplan

Fig. 1. 3D B*-tree Floorplan Representation

To explore the 3D floorplan solution space, the 3D B*-trees can

be modified in the following ways:

• 1. Node swap, which swaps two modules in the same B*-tree

• 2. Rotation, which rotates a module

• 3. Move, which moves a module to a different location in the

same B*-tree

• 4. Inter-tier swap, which swaps two modules at different tiers

• 5. Inter-tier move, which moves a module to a different tier

The first three perturbations are the original perturbations of a B*-

tree [18]. These perturbations only change a single B*-tree and thus

modify the floorplan of only one tier. The last two perturbations are

introduced specifically for 3D floorplanning. Because the original

perturbations only modified the floorplan in the 2D space, the inter-

tier perturbations are created to explore the 3D design space of the

floorplan. By using these perturbations, different floorplans can be

modeled, analyzed and compared.

A popular method to explore the solutions space of the floorplan

representations is to use simulated annealing (SA) [19], [20]. At each

step of SA, the current floorplan F is perturbed to a new floorplan, F ′.
If F ′ has a lower cost than F , then F ′ becomes the current floorplan.

If the cost of F ′ is higher than F , F ′ becomes the current floorplan

with a small probability, which is dependent on the difference of the

costs and a variable called temperature Temp. A high temperature

is initially selected, but as SA progresses, the temperature decreases

to limit the selection of worse floorplans. The process of perturbing

the floorplan is continued until a certain point where the floorplan is

considered near optimal. The floorplan with the lowest

The SA engine used in this work consists of two stages. The

first stage consists of floorplan perturbations involving the whole 3D

floorplan; during the second stage only floorplan perturbations on

a single tier are performed. In the first stage, the floorplan moves

consist of either moving or rotating a block in its tier, or moving or

swapping blocks between tiers. In the second stage, a single tier is

picked, and a block is moved or rotated within that tier. There are

two stages because the first stage attempts to find the best partition

of the blocks into separate tiers. However, because blocks are moved

from tier to tier, each individual tier may not be optimized. Thus the

second stage tries to optimize each tier.

B. P/G Synthesis

The P/G Network created in this project is based on the mesh

structure (or grid), as shown in Figure 2(a). The pitch of the

grid determines the distance between each power/ground line. In

representing the P/G network as a graph, each intersection of the P/G

wires is considered a node in the graph. To decrease the complexity

of P/G analysis, each power and ground pin of the floorplan block

is connected to the closest P/G node. Each power pin in the IC will

consume a given amount of current at the given node. Each power

pin from the IO pad will supply the network node with the supply

or ground voltages. The module’s P/G pins and the IO pins connect

to the nodes in the P/G mesh.

Once the P/G network is created from the floorplan and pitch, it

needs to be analyzed by calculating all the voltages at the nodes and

pins, as well as checking electromigration constraints. In this work,

static P/G methods are used to achieve a fast analysis of the P/G

network. More sophisticated P/G network simulation techniques may

be too time-consuming for co-synthesis in the early design stages.

Therefore, the P/G networks are analyzed using a resistive model,

where the branches are replaced with resistances. Figure 2(b) shows

a resistive model of the P/G mesh from Figure 2(a) The resistance

of edge edgei is calculated by Ri =
rsq∗li

wi
, where rsq is the sheet

resistivity of the material of the edge, li is the length of the edge and

wi is the width of the edge.

(a) Example P/G Mesh Network (b) Resistive P/G Model

Fig. 2. P/G Mesh and Resistive Model

Modified Nodal Analysis (MNA) is used to analyze the P/G

network. MNA solves Gx = i, where G is the conductance matrix

(the conductance of edgei is Gi = 1
Ri

) of the mesh, containing

all the conductance information of each branch of the mesh; x is

a vector containing all the unknown voltages of the nodes; and

i is a vector containing all the currents consumed by the nodes,

as determined when placing each pin to a node. Gx = i can be

solved using linear algebra techniques. Once all the voltages for
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the nodes are known, then the voltages supplied to the pins can be

determined. For a P/G pin in a module, pinj , its voltage is calculated

by Vj = Vnode − Ij∗d∗rsq

w
, where Vnode is the voltage of the node

connected to the pin, d is the distance between the pin and the node,

w is the width of the strap connecting the pin and the node. Once all

the voltages for the nodes and pins are known, the various constraints

can be checked, and the P/G penalty Φ can be calculated.

A P/G Mesh can be constructed for 3D ICs to supply power by

using a global mesh, where there is one P/G network for the entire

chip. Each tier has its own 2D P/G mesh, and each tier’s 2D mesh

is connected using TSVs. These TSVs are also represented by edges

in the P/G network. In this work, two methods are used to construct

the global mesh: a uniform mesh and a non-uniform mesh.

In a uniform mesh (Figure 3(a)), the pitch of each tier’s 2D mesh

is equal. This pitch can be adjusted by the algorithm to control the

properties of the P/G network. In the SA algorithm, the pitch from the

previous floorplan F is adjusted to create a pitch for the new floorplan

F ′. If the previous floorplan has any IR drop or electromigration

violations, then the pitch is decreased. If there are no violations, then

the pitch either increases, decreases or stays the same, all with the

same probability of 33%.

In a non-uniform mesh (Figure 3(b)), the 2D meshes for each

tier could have a different pitch. Each tier’s pitch can be adjusted

individually to control the P/G network. Thus, a non-uniform mesh

may balance the P/G area and IR drops in the circuit more efficiently.

To update the pitch for each tier from F to F ′ in the SA algorithm,

a tier penalty for each tier is calculated. The tier penalty is calculated

from the electromigration violations, voltage drop violations, average

voltage drops and maximum voltage drops occurring on the pins on

that tier. The pitch for each tier is updated with the same strategy as

a global pitch. If a violation occurs on a tier, then that tier’s pitch

is decreased. If there are no violations in the tier, then the tier’s

pitch either increases, decreases or stays the same, again all with a

probability of 33%.

(a) 3D Uniform P/G Mesh (b) 3D Non-uniform P/G Mesh

Fig. 3. 3D Uniform and Non-uniform P/G Mesh

TSVs are used to connect the 2D meshes of each tier for both

the uniform and non-uniform 3D mesh. In this work, a TSV is

constructed between two adjacent tiers when both tiers have nodes

aligned with the same (x,y) location. In addition, a P/G TSV interval

(iTSV ) controls the interval of aligned nodes that are connected with

a TSV. In the uniform mesh, the TSV interval is adjusted because

every node is aligned, and there may be many TSVs in the P/G mesh.

In the non-uniform mesh, because nodes in adjacent tiers may not be

aligned, the TSV interval is set to 1.

C. Algorithm and Design Flow

The methods above describe how to represent the 3D floorplan and

construct the P/G network for 3D ICs. The 3D Floorplan and Co-

synthesis algorithm (Figure 4) integrates to produce a floorplan and

P/G network that consider the design metrics of chip area, wirelength,

P/G routing area and P/G IR drops.

The algorithm starts by receiving the design information, which

includes the module information, the initial P/G pitch and the P/G

constraints. After an initial floorplan F is created and saved as the

best floorplan Fbest, the first stage of SA starts. In each iteration of the

first stage of SA, the floorplan is perturbed with one of the five 3D B*-

tree perturbations and a new P/G pitch is calculated, creating the new

floorplan F ′. The cost of the new floorplan, Ψ(F ′) is computed. The

new floorplan replaces the current floorplan according to the policies

described by the SA process. It also replaces the best floorplan if

Ψ(F ′) < Ψ(Fbest.

After the first stage of SA, the second SA stage begins. The second

SA stage is the same as the first stage, except that only the floorplan

on one tier is perturbed. A random tier is selected, and one of the

first three perturbations (Node swap, Rotate, or Move) is applied to

the B*-tree of that tier. Once the second SA stage is complete, the

algorithm returns the best floorplan Fbest. It also returns the cost of

the floorplan, the wirelength, area, P/G routing area, and P/G voltage

drops.

The 3D Floorplan and P/G Co-synthesis algorithm can be inserted

into an overall 3D design flow (Figure 5). Once the netlist has been

synthesized and contains floorplan modules, these modules and the

P/G constraints are taken as inputs for the 3D Floorplan and P/G Co-

synthesis algorithm. The algorithm will return a floorplan and a P/G

network which are used in the placement, routing and verification of

the design. The P/G network can be further optimized in later stages

of the design using more sophisticated and dynamic P/G analysis.

Fig. 5. 3D Design Flow with Floorplan and P/G Co-synthesis

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Experiments were conducted on the 3D Floorplan and P/G Co-

synthesis algorithm using three MCNC floorplan benchmark circuits.

The number of tiers in the 3D IC varied from 1 to 4 for each

circuit. When the tier number was more than one, experiments for

both uniform and non-uniform meshes were conducted. This section

reports the results for the floorplan and P/G co-synthesis for uniform

meshes and for non-uniform meshes.

Technology specifications and weighting factors in the P/G penalty

and overall cost function must be set for the experiments. The input

voltage was set to 1V (Vin = 1), and the minimum power voltage

and maximum ground voltage was set to 15% of the input voltage.

Thus Vmin = .85V and Vmax = .15V . For the P/G network, the

width of the P/G edges between P/G nodes was set to 30 μm, the

sheet resistivity of horizontal P/G rails was set to .095 and the sheet

resistivity of the vertical P/G rails was set to 0.055. The TSV distance

was set to 50μm (dTSV = 50μm) and the TSV width was set to

10μm (sTSV = 10μm), and the TSV sheet resistivity was 0.055.
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Fig. 4. 3D Floorplan and Power/Ground Co-synthesis Algorithm

Also, the width of the P/G straps from a node to a module’s pins

was set to 1μm. The weights in the P/G penalty function were set

to the following values: η = 3, θ = 7, κ = 1 and λ = 1. Lastly,

the weights of the algorithm’s cost function was set to the following

values: α = 0.3, β = 0.3, γ = 0.1, ε = 0.025 and ζ = 0.275. Table

I shows the results for the experiments with uniform meshes, while

Table II shows the results for non-uniform meshes.

The results demonstrate that the area and wirelength decrease as

the number of tiers increase, as expected and cited in previous works.

These values decrease because 3D placement leads to higher packing

densities and the decreased distance between modules. Also, the

amount of dead space, which is the amount of area in the chip not

occupied by a module, generally increases with the number of tiers

due to the difficulty of equal packing distribution of the tiers. These

results work validate the effects of 3D ICs on these circuit properties.

The experiments also show the resulting values of the P/G networks

of the floorplans. First, the maximum IR drop shows that all of the

pins receive an acceptable power or ground supply voltage. The

maximum IR drop column indicates that all maximum IR drops

are within 150mV . This shows that the floorplanner can effectively

create a P/G network which successfully supplies the circuit with the

necessary voltage.

In addition, the results demonstrate important effects of 3D ICs

on the P/G network properties. First, as the number of tiers increase,

the total routing area of the 3D P/G network generally increases.

The area the P/G network needs to cover is larger than the area of

the chip because the stacked tiers allow higher packing densities.

Because modules can be placed in each tier, the P/G mesh is also

stacked throughout the chip in each tier. The area the P/G mesh

consumes on each tier accumulates, resulting in a larger P/G routing

area even though the area of the chip decreases and the modules are

closer. A larger P/G routing area consumes wire space, increasing

the challenges when routing the wires of the chip.

However, both the maximum and average IR drops of the 3D P/G

networks generally decrease as the number of tiers increase in the

circuit. Because the area of the chip is smaller and the modules are

closer in the 3D design space, the P/G edges are shorter, similar to

the global interconnects. The shorter P/G edges have less resistance,

resulting in smaller IR drops in the P/G network. In addition, by

placing modules in the 3D space, the current consumed by different

modules may be diverted to different P/G edges in other tiers.

Therefore, the individual 3D P/G edges have less current, which also

results in smaller IR drops. Although 3D P/G networks are larger,

they result in less IR drops. Because larger IR drops cause slower and

even incorrect devices, smaller IR drops increase the performance of

the circuit.

The average percent differences of the 3D P/G networks can be

used to compare the two different topologies. The main difference

between the two topologies is that the non-uniform mesh has a

slightly better improvement in the average IR drop than the uniform

meshes. This may be because separate pitches for each tier can more

effectively deliver the power to the modules. In addition, for 3 tiers,

the non-uniform mesh has a higher P/G routing area than the uniform

mesh. However, there are no significant differences between the two

types of meshes for the P/G area for 2 and 4 tiers and the maximum

IR drop for all tiers. Though non-uniform meshes are more efficient

in reducing the average IR drop in the circuit, both types of meshes

have similar advantages and disadvantages.

These results show the effects of 3D ICs on the area, wirelength

and dead space of a design, which have already been cited in previous

studies. The results also demonstrate the effects of 3D ICs on the

P/G network, leading to increased P/G area and decreased IR drops.

These properties can aid in the designing of the 3D P/G network of

the chip.

VI. CONCLUSION

A 3D Floorplan and P/G Co-synthesis tool was developed to create

the 3D floorplan and the 3D P/G network simultaneously. The tool

addresses the growing concern of IR drops in P/G networks for 3D

ICs, while allowing for more effecting exploration of the 3D P/G

design space. In addition, the experimental results shows the effect 3D

ICs have on the P/G network. The P/G routing area increases while

the IR drops decrease as the number of tiers increase. By considering

the IR drop while floorplanning, exploring the 3D P/G design space,
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TABLE I

UNIFORM MESH FLOORPLAN AND P/G CO-SYNTHESIS RESULTS

Circuit Tiers Area Deadspace Wirelength P/G Area Avg IR Max IR P/G Area Avg IR Drop Max IR Drop

(um2) (um2) (um) (um) Drop (mV) Drop (mv) vs 2D vs 2D vs 2D

ami33 1 2144583 988133 183869 1392195 60.369 132.783 - - -
2 1092982 1029514 130134 1755210 45.659 108.513 -26.08% 24.37% 18.28%
3 927595 1626334 120520 2426625 44.527 97.779 -74.30% 26.24% 26.37%
4 758018 1875621 109133 3103620 39.419 90.727 -122.93% 34.70% 31.67%

apte 1 59634951 13073323 841105 5978040 32.739 73.588 - - -
2 32079783 17597938 639091 9669480 24.761 43.713 -61.75% 24.37% 40.60%
3 21601316 18242320 552394 8907180 27.939 54.372 -49.00% 14.66% 26.11%
4 15875922 16942060 459532 12778710 24.180 57.938 -113.76% 26.14% 21.27%

xerox 1 25717209 6366913 1085891 4919565 28.109 78.686 - - -
2 13624879 7899462 766575 5726310 23.587 69.417 -16.40% 16.09% 11.78%
3 9484354 9102767 616025 8118885 15.371 52.689 -65.03% 45.32% 33.04%
4 6883398 8183294 533435 9649170 17.193 44.571 -96.14% 38.83% 43.36%

TABLE II

NON-UNIFORM MESH FLOORPLAN AND P/G CO-SYNTHESIS RESULTS

Circuit Tiers Area Deadspace Wirelength P/G Area Avg IR Max IR P/G Area Avg IR Drop Max IR Drop

(um2) (um2) (um) (um) Drop (mV) Drop (mv) vs 2D vs 2D vs 2D

ami33 1 2144583 988133 183869 1392195 60.369 132.783 - - -
2 1192783 1229115 139647 1905105 41.665 100.815 -47.55% 30.08% 23.23%
3 844356 1376617 118414 2641875 36.453 83.637 -104.61% 38.83% 36.31%
4 636216 1388414 116095 3331950 40.175 99.034 -158.05% 32.58% 24.58%

apte 1 59634951 13073323 841105 5978040 32.739 73.588 - - -
2 33837308 21112988 707557 10224750 39.510 96.855 -31.95% 6.25% 15.56%
3 23820011 24898405 577274 14915670 31.379 87.731 -92.49% 25.54% 23.52%
4 15508714 15473228 474003 13732140 27.646 81.225 -77.22% 34.40% 29.19%

xerox 1 25717209 6366913 1085891 4919565 28.109 78.686 - - -
2 14330332 9310368 699783 6526200 18.794 61.943 -30.02% 34.08% 22.82%
3 9757603 9922512 610275 8932740 17.401 52.810 -77.96% 38.97% 34.20%
4 8041782 12816832 524265 10035120 15.010 43.616 -99.92% 47.36% 45.66%

and evaluating 3D IC’s effect on 3D P/G networks, a more efficiently

designed P/G network can be developed, improving the performance

of the entire design.
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